Photovoltaic (PV) technology has evolved rapidly during the last decade and alongside the interest for the identification of the key factors that affect PV modules' performance during operation. Among different preventive maintenance techniques, thermal imaging offers considerable advantages regarding equipment's condition monitoring as it provides a nondestructive and cost-effective inspection tool. This paper attempts to address the problem of early defect diagnosis at installed PV modules through the exploitation of spatio-temporal information from thermal images. The proposed method aims to minimize standard maintenance costs and reduce the necessity of human intervention.
periodic heating on a specific frequency in the interior of the inspected module [5, 6] . The resulting phase delay and peak distortion are measured from distance to evaluate the module's health. Besides active IRT, industrial stakeholders often utilize alternative methods for equipment inspection prior to installation. Electroluminescence and photoluminescence methods employ internal electrical stimulation to the PV modules and perform health assessment procedures by exploiting wavelengths close to the infrared spectrum [7, 8] . Hyperspectral imaging is another inspection method that relies on the fact that PV modules are manufactured by materials and surfaces that reflect at least 60% of any incident wave. The presence of exceptionally low reflection percentage might indicate undying defects [9] .
Passive approach, on the other hand, does not involve interaction between the measuring setup and the PV modules since the inspected equipment is already adequately stimulated. The operating temperature of a healthy PV cell is directly linked to certain environmental conditions and more specifically to wind speed, solar irradiance and ambient temperature [10] . When a PV cell is malfunctioning, its efficiency in energy production is considerably degraded. Since a single PV module encompasses many series-connected cells, the defective cell is forced to operate outside its capabilities and gradually becomes reversed-biased. Thereby, it operates as an energy consumer by dissipating large amounts of produced energy to the environment in the form of heat. The possibly defected areas share a significantly different temperature profile than the sound areas enabling their detection by means of thermal imaging. The use of hand-held thermographic cameras gained popularity during the past few years providing fast and reliable inspections (figure 1). However, the presence of an experienced thermographer on the field still remains a prerequisite [11, 12] , considering that quite a few factors need to be taken into account for a valid outcome [13] (reflections, weather conditions, etc.). In order to minimize the influence of those factors on the acquired images, the PV modules can be inspected from the rear side as well. These non-automatic techniques offer quantitative results using spatial information. Line profile analysis, tridimensional temperature diagrams and intensity histograms are used to highlight the defected areas. Advances in IR technology have led to IR cameras that can take as input several parameters such as emissivity, measurement distance and certain environmental factors, like ambient temperature, humidity, wind speed and reflective temperature, making the task of the thermographer a lot easier. Over the years, only few research efforts have concentrated on the development of robust image processing algorithms that are able to extract meaningful information from thermal images. These algorithms are mostly based on image segmentations by means of thresholding techniques borrowed from color images. Thresholding is often applied for background separation and object detection. The original image is being separated in two classes according to a global or local threshold value. An important tool for constructing the binary image is the gray-level histogram of the original image. Many thresholding techniques have been introduced in the literature that differentiate themselves by determining the threshold value based on different histogram or alternative criteria [14] . Among others, otsu thresholding approach is a very popular global thresholding technique that computes the optimal threshold value so as to maximize the separability of the resultant classes in gray levels [15] . The Otsu method is widely accepted because of its simplicity and its capability to effectively separate bimodal images. These techniques, although not originally addressed for thermal images have provided the foundation towards the development of an efficient segmentation method that can be applied for the separation of region of interests (ROIs) in infrared imagery.
The ROIs in thermal images usually share distinctive patterns and can be visually discriminated from the rest of the background since they appear as relatively bright or dark regions. The first research efforts tried to segment the thermal image and to extract blobs with the desired information [16] , or used first-order statistic properties for warm object extraction and characterization [17] . These methods showed interesting results but where accompanied by limitations on their methodology, rendering them semi-automatic. Few years later, a different approach introduced a twostep algorithm that primarily locates all defects (seeds) and then applies a region-growing method using a proper thresholding value [18] . Once again, the method is not fully automatic since some of the necessary values are given as input by the user. Those limitations were partially removed with the development of an automatic thresholding selection algorithm [19] . Moreover, notable results were also provided through the utilization of the wavelet method for a multi-level thresholding algorithm [20, 21] . Other research efforts focused on textural features [22] , 2-D and multi-dimensional histograms [23, 24] and entropy based algorithms [25, 26] . In 2009 two different research teams have developed rather promising algorithms, emphasizing on automatic abnormality detection of defective equipment in thermal images. The first one was the Infrared Thermography Anomaly Detection Algorithm (ITADA) [27] , that employs segmentation and region-growing techniques in thermal images presenting defective equipment and results in a 91% accuracy thus, providing a valuable tool in preventive maintenance. The second approach proposed a multi-level contrast enhancement http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.2014.038 algorithm that can distinguish either "hot" defects (Intensity Brightening Operation -IBO) or "cold" defects (Intensity Darkening Operation -IDO) over petrochemical equipment. For the discrimination process it follows simple histogrambased thresholding techniques [28] . However, both the aforementioned algorithms are designed for single-image operations and as such they fail in cases where reflections severely corrupt the image quality.
Within this paper, we propose a condition monitoring method for installed PV modules that is based on passive IR approach. Our method operates differently than existing techniques as it combines industrially standardized inspection tools with image processing approaches in order to diagnose potential system threats in an automatic perspective. Except from the effective localization of the PV modules that lay inside the camera's field of view, we attempt to address the problem of defect detection in PV modules that are often subjected to specular reflections and noise. Our major contribution in this context is that we use both spatial and temporal information in order to monitor the defections evolvement over time on the basis that reflections and other incorrectly tracked areas tend to fade after a period of time. Additionally, we integrate environmental and neighborhood-based aspects towards assessing the ability of each PV module to be evaluated for possible defects. This policy ensures that our method exhibits resistance to spatial and temporal noise that is often encountered during IR inspections.
Methodology 3.1 PV Module Localization
The first stage of the proposed methodology is aiming at the localization of the PV modules that lay inside the IR camera's field of view. Our methodology begins with a segmenting operation using Otsu threshold [15] . Otsu thresholding is particularly effective when dealing with images that are bimodal in nature. To this end, the localization process is being performed during nighttime when the captured images present a rather balanced foregroundbackground distribution. Generally speaking, the radiation that originates from the PV modules consists of three individual components (figure 2).
Fig. 2. The individual radiation components that incident on the IR camera's detector
During nighttime, the outgoing radiation from the PV modules consists of the radiation that is being emitted by their cold surfaces (Rem), the radiation that is being transmitted through them (Rtr), and the reflection of the "cold" sky (Rref). The transmitted radiation can be omitted since it doesn't play a significant role in practice. As a result, the inspected PV modules appear as cold/dark objects that can be easily separated from the surrounding environment. Since the metallic frames that surround the PV modules have different properties than the protective surface glasses, the outer borders of the inspected PV modules can also be distinguished (figure 3a). Otsu thresholding leads to a binary image that includes all candidate regions that correspond to PV modules (figure 3b). In order to separate these regions and discard false detections, morphological operations are further applied [29] (figure 3c).
a) Original image b) Binary image c) Segmented image

Fig. 3. Segmentation overview
The next step of the localization process is targeting at refining the PV modules' boundaries. To accomplish that a line profile analysis is applied between the centers of mass of all neighboring modules. This is based on the idea that the two largest intensity fluctuations across the line that connects the centroids of two neighboring PV modules is highly possible to indicate the position of their boundaries (figure 4). The centers of mass are calculated from the segmented image of the previous step whereas the line profile analysis is performed at the original image. For the special cases that neighboring modules are not existing, the proposed algorithm searches for the highest intensity fluctuation in a search window equal to the module's diagonal that is calculated from its rotated bounded box. At the end of the process, the returned boundary points, produce a set of grid lines using the list squares line fitting algorithm [30] . The intersections http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.2014.038 between the grid lines define the position of the PV modules' vertexes and consequently their boundaries (figure 5). It is evident that PV modules that only partially appear and don't provide information that is required to build the grid lines are discarded (figure 5c). 
a) The red dots mark the PV modules' centroids while the yellow dots their boundary points b) Intensity fluctuations across the line that connects the PV modules' centroids
Panel Energy Image Method
While the localization process is performed during nighttime, defect detection is conducted in the time interval from sunrise to sunset, when the electricity generation procedure is at its peak and the modules are adequately stimulated allowing the detection of defected or malfunctioning areas.
For every input frame, rectangular thermal maps are being extracted that correspond to the inspected PV modules. Their boundaries are being used to create binary masks that allow only relevant information to take part in the condition monitoring procedure. As long as certain conditions are fulfilled, the evaluation can be further continued. These conditions are divided into two groups: individual and holistic conditions. Holistic conditions should be constantly fulfilled in order to ensure that the PV modules are adequately stimulated and the environmental impact is within acceptable ranges for effective IR inspections. On the other hand, individual conditions refer to specific parameters which indicate the quality of information that is being used for condition monitoring of each PV module. Experiments have shown that solar irradiance and wind speed are suitable holistic control variables, while the PV module's average intensity can be used as a simple but rather efficient individual control parameter. The next phase of our approach targets at separating the sound (dark) from the defected (bright) areas by employing histogram stretching techniques. Primarily, the original thermal map (figure 6a) is subjected to a linear min-max normalization that enhances the image contrast. Then, a new image is produced based on the following operation:
where g(x,y) is the pixel at the new image and z1, z2, …, zn are the n-neighbord pixels of pixel z0 located at (x,y) at the original image. This operation is based on the intensity brightening operation (IBO) originally introduced in [28] . In IBO's http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.2014.038 definition, however, g(x,y) equals to the product of the pixels within a 3x3 mask. The underlying reason for this alteration is that multiplication is a more radical operation than addition and tends to drastically change the image histogram, transferring a considerable amount of intensity values at histogram maximum levels. This enables specular reflections that affect large PV module areas, to be misclassified as potential defections. Besides, since the methodology requires a bimodal histogram distribution, raising to the third power provides good empirical results. Alongside, the 8-neighborhood mask is maintained. A morphological dilation [29] ensures that the size of the defected areas is not diminished by the described procedure. The operation is being repeated for a second time in order to further enhance the image contrast ( figure 6b, 6c) . The image clearly exhibits a bimodal intensity distribution thus, allowing the segmentation of sound and defected areas by means of histrogram-based thresholding. Our method utilizes a global threshold that is computed by a combination of two threshold definition techniques initially introduced at [28] : Mean Relative Thresholding (MRT) and Mean Frequency Thresholding (MFT).
MRT is a simple threshold definition technique that uses the gradient of the image histogram which is defined as follows:
where g(i) is the gradient of the image histrogram h(i) at the intensity level i. In order to compute the threshold, two values are required: iH and iL.. These values can be calculated as such:
where max corresponds to the highest intensity level of the image histogram. The searching process for these values is performed within the ranges [0,max] and [max,0] respectively. As soon as the criteria from the equations (3) and (4) are fulfilled the search stops. Finally MRT is determined by:
MFT on the other hand, searches the image histogram for the minimum intensity frequency. If this minimum intensity frequency is met more than once, the left-most level is defined as the appropriate threshold value. (6) In order to ensure that erroneous measurements don't place the threshold value very close to the lowest histogram extreme level and incorrectly classify large PV module areas as defected, the threshold values is bounded in the [ThMRT, max] interval. Finally, the image is segmented by the following global threshold:
A morphological dilation [29] groups the pixels into clusters that signify candidate defected areas (figure 6d). In order to remove false detections three criteria must be fulfilled regarding area's size, shape and local intensity distribution. More specifically, small-sized and "ragged" contours are discarded. The latter indicates possible specular reflections that were incorrectly classified as potential defects. "Ragged" contours are eliminated according to a shape descriptor [31] :
where S is the contour area, and l is the contour length. In case that the value of the above descriptor falls beneath a pre-defined threshold the contour is discarded as a reflection. The third criteria refers to the local intensity distribution around the contour. Experiments have shown that when a contour represents a defected area, the standard deviation of the intensity across the contour is higher than the corresponding value inside or outside the contour. This is based on the idea that all defects exhibit a thermal gradient towards their boundaries as the developed temperature progressively http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.2014.038 decreases. To this end, each PV module is divided into 32 sub-module regions (figure 6e). After the elimination process, the remaining candidate areas enter a tracker which monitors their behavior over time. Fig. 6 . Defect segmentation procedure
a) Initial thermal map b)Enhanced image c)Histogram and calculated threshold value d) Segmented image e)Sub-module definition
The described procedure is repeated in each frame and for all the detected PV modules. For a new set of possible defected areas, the matching process follows a minimum Euclidean distance rule to declare the best matches to the currently tracked areas. Thereafter, kalman filters [32] are being used to estimate and update tracked areas position preventing noisy measurements to drastically alter their characteristics. In case that an area is being continuously tracked for more than 30 seconds, it is considered as a valid tracked observation. For each PV module, an aggregation matrix is created every 30 minutes. Aggregation matrices are being populated with information derived from valid tracked areas on the assumption that the previously described holistic and individual conditions (table 1) are satisfied:
where A(x,y), I(x,y), M(x,y) refer to a pixel located at (x,y) inside the aggregation matrix, the initial thermal map and the binary mask of valid tracked areas respectively, n defines the 30 minute deadline for the current, k, aggregation process. In the particular case that the average PV module intensity is not within the acceptable limits, our method also excludes the neighboring PV modules from being evaluated on the basis that there is a high possibility to be affected by the same underlying cause (e.g. passing cloud). This brings neighborhood-based aspects into the proposed algorithm. Supposing that a tracked area fails to be distinguished for more than 30 seconds, it is being dropped by the tracker. Every aggregation matrix is associated with a condition satisfaction rate (CSR) that is defined as follows:
where M is the number of evaluated frames based on Eq. (9) and N is the number of total incoming frames within the 30-minute period. CSR is used as a confidence factor for the corresponding matrix k. By the end of the measuring period that is regulated by the sunset, all PV module's aggregation matrices form a Panel Energy Image (PEI).
where PEI(x,y) and,A(x,y) refer to a pixel located at (x,y) inside the PEI and the current aggregation matrix k and m defines the number of the aggregation matrices that have been created.
Fig. 7. Panel Energy Image (PEI) Method Overview
http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.2014.038
Experimental Set-Up
The experimental measurements took place in Thermi, Greece, on ten daily sessions spread out between October 2013 and May 2014. The measurements were conducted under varying environmental conditions (Table 2) . In order to avoid unwanted specular reflections due to sun or cloud covering that may deteriorate the quality of the captured images the camera was mounted high on a light pole (figure 8a) ensuring that the viewing angle between the inspected PV modules and the camera is less than 60 o . As a result, the protective glass that covers the PV cells has an acceptable emissivity in the 8-14μm waveband. The distance between the PV modules and the camera is approximately 25m. The mounted imager is equipped with an uncooled microbolometer detector of 25μm pitch that has a resolution of 320x240 pixels and a field of view of 34 o (horizontal)x28 o (vertical). In addition, its sensitivity is less than 50mK within the spectral range of 7.5 to 13.5μm and can capture up to 25 frames per second. Each of the inspected PV modules consists of 60 polycrystalline silicon (p-Si) cells with a nominal peak power (Pmpp) of 225W, peak power voltage of (Vmpp) of 29.27V and peak power current (Impp) of 7.81A. Their dimensions are 166cm(height) x 98cm(width). The modules form a two-string array (figure 8b), with 16 of them laid inside the field of view of the camera. To simulate malfunctioning areas, the PV modules were shaded with leaves, tree branches, dust and dirt resulting in a local temperature increase near the reversed-biased cells (figure 8c). Fig. 8 . Experimental set-up
a) Mounted IR camera b) The inspected PV modules c) Shaded PV modules
Results
Within this section, the effectiveness of our method is being evaluated as we present its experimental results along with comparisons with existing techniques that emphasize on defect detection in industrial equipment. As already mentioned, the experimental procedure took place on ten daily sessions lasting from sunrise to sunset. The dataset is challenging since the measurements were conducted across different seasons under diversified weather conditions. In order to perform the comparisons, we have manually created ground-truth segmentation images that correspond to the inspected PV modules and their temperature distribution.
Defect detection in PV modules can be considered as a binary classification problem since some areas operate under regular conditions while others are overheated. Junction boxes that are located at the back of the PV modules tend to overheat their adjacent area. Since many defects are associated with junction box overheating, our method attempts to monitor its evolvement and doesn't exempt it. Moreover, on the basis that the PV modules' thermal distribution is constantly fluctuating and is affected by many factors (PV cell operating temperature, ambient temperature, solar irradiation, wind speed, humidity, etc.) within the daytime we adopted a region-based classification approach rather than a pixel-based. As such the sub-module's that were primarily defined for the distinction of accurately detected malfunctioning areas (figure 6e) serve a dual purpose since they contribute to the evaluation procedure as well.
Our method is compared against two baseline approaches that are based on algorithms developed in [27] and [28] . The first baseline method segments each thermal map according to ITADA, whereas the second method uses MFT and 2 nd level IBO for the separation of sound and defected areas. Then, the intensity values within the segmented areas populate aggregation matrices that have been created for each baseline method. At the end of the measuring period, http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.2014.038 every PV module holds three matrices that correspond to the results of our method (PEI) and the first and second baseline method (figure 9). It should be noted, however, that the methods developed in [27] and [28] were initially designed for single-image segmentation processes and don't take into consideration any temporal information. The results are shown in figure 10 . Visually, the results of the PEI method seem to be closer to the ground-truth images and exhibit a better resistance to noise that is often caused by specular reflections. The effectiveness of our method is graphically depicted by its ROC curve and its comparison with the baseline methods. What can be also extracted is that in cases where a PV module is seriously defected or an area is notably overheated, the recognition of the area that corresponds to junction box position is getting more challenging, as the algorithm tends to place the threshold in higher intensity values.
From a thermodynamic point of view, ambient temperature plays an important role in the heat transferring process. Additionally, it is well known that it also affects the PV cell operating temperature and alongside its capacity in energy production. Thereby, it is essential to examine ambient temperature's influence on our condition monitoring technique and extract some preliminary conclusions about its impact on defect localization. To this end, we divided our data set into two groups. The first group consists of daily measurements that were conducted in relatively high ambient http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.2014.038 temperature (>19 o C), while the second group includes relatively "colder" daily measurements (<19 o C). As such, days 1,2,3,6 and10 belong to the first group and days 4,5,7,8 and 9 to the second group. The results of the comparison are shown in figure 11 .
Fig. 11. Roc curve results of PEI method in different ambient temperature conditions
What is clearly distinguishable from the above figure is that temperature is a detrimental factor for the effectiveness of our method. Measurements in relatively low temperatures seem to lead to better results. This is due to the fact that high ambient temperatures tend to create a relatively uniform thermal distribution across the PV modules' surfaces minimizing the gradients between the sound and the defective areas and rendering the defect detection procedure almost impractical.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed an early defect diagnosis method, called PEI, that exploits spatio-temporal information from thermal images and monitors the operation of installed PV modules. The first phase of the proposed methodology focuses on the localization of all PV modules that lay inside the IR camera's field of view. This process is performed during nighttime in order to capitalize on the distinctive thermal pattern that characterizes the PV modules. On the other hand, the second phase of our methodology concerns the detection of defected or malfunctioning areas and is designed for daytime operation since the PV modules need to be adequately stimulated. This will allow the visual separation of defected areas which are typically overheated. The segmentation process follows an altered version of the approach that was initially introduced in [28] . A tracking mechanism constantly monitors the progression of the segmented areas over time and gradually aggregates a Panel Energy Image (PEI) with information that derives from the interior of the tracked segmented areas.
After the detailed description of our methodology, experimental results are presented that compare the effectiveness of our approach with baseline methods that emphasize on the detection of defected industrial equipment. The results of our method are very encouraging and outperform the baseline algorithms. Our method performs well and exhibits robustness and efficiency under diversified environmental conditions. Furthermore, it shows adequate resistance to noise and reflections caused by the sun or passing clouds that often affect IR inspections. This reinforces the decision to exploit spatial and temporal information that derives from thermal images and associate it with environmental and neighborhood-based aspects. Some limitations have been identified concerning the detection of junction boxes in cases that another area within the PV module is significantly overheated. Finally, we discussed the effectiveness of our method in different ambient temperature scenarios. The results clearly show that for accurate inspections the ambient temperature needs to be within certain limits since high temperature values tend to obstruct the localization of malfunctioning areas.
Future research efforts should concentrate on more severe PV module defects and their projection in the infrared spectrum over time. Besides, the identification of other key environmental factors that affect IR inspections of PV modules is another significant issue that should be addressed. The association of the identified environmental factors with image quality will determine the optimal ambient conditions for effective vision-based thermal analysis.
